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perdition 0684 # apoleia {ap-o'-li-a}; from a presumed derivative of 622; ruin or loss (physical, spiritual or 
eternal): -- damnable(-nation), destruction, die, {perdition}, X perish, pernicious ways, waste.[ql



perdition Interlinear Index Study perdition JOH 017 012 While <3153 -mataiotes -> I was with them in the world 
<2889 -kosmos -> , I kept <5083 -tereo -> them in thy name <3686 -onoma -> : those <0846 -autos -> that thou 
gavest <1325 -didomi -> me I have kept <5442 -phulasso -> , and none <3762 -oudeis -> of them is lost <0622 -
apollumi -> , but the son <5207 -huios -> of {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> ; that the scripture <1124 -graphe -> 
might be fulfilled <4137 -pleroo - > . perdition PHP 001 028 And in nothing <3367 -medeis -> terrified <4426 -
pturo -> by your <3588 -ho -> adversaries <0480 - antikeimai -> : which <3748 -hostis -> is to them an evident 
<1732 -endeixis -> token <1732 -endeixis -> of {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> , but to you of salvation <4991 -
soteria -> , and that of God <2316 -theos -> . perdition 2TH 002 003 . Let no <3361 -me -> man <5100 -tis -> 
deceive <1818 -exapatao -> you by any <3367 -medeis -> means <5158 -tropos -> : for [ that day shall not come 
<2064 -erchomai -> ] , except <3362 -ean me -> there come <2064 -erchomai -> a falling <0646 -apostasia -> 
away <0646 -apostasia -> first <4412 -proton -> , and that man <0444 -anthropos -> of sin <0266 - hamartia -> be
revealed <0601 -apokalupto -> , the son <5207 - huios -> of {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> ; perdition 1TI 006 009
But they that will <1014 -boo -lom -ahee - > be rich <4147 -plouteo -> fall into <1519 -eis -> temptation <3986 -
peirasmos -> and a snare <3803 -pagis -> , and [ into <1519 -eis -> ] many <4183 -polus -> foolish <0453 -
anoetos -> and hurtful <0983 -blaberos -> lusts <1939 -epithumia -> , which <3748 -hostis -> drown <1036 -
buthizo -> men <0444 -anthropos -> in destruction <3639 -olethros -> and {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> . 
perdition HEB 010 039 But we are not of them who draw <5289 - hupostole -> back <5289 -hupostole -> unto 
{perdition} <0684 - apoleia -> ; but of them that believe <4102 -pistis -> to the saving <4047 -peripoiesis -> of 
the soul <5590 -psuche -> . perdition 2PE 003 007 But the heavens <3772 -ouranos -> and the earth <1093 -ge -> 
, which are now <3568 -nun -> , by the same <0846 -autos -> word <3056 -logos -> are kept <2343 -thesaurizo - 
> in store <2343 -thesaurizo -> , reserved <5083 -tereo -> unto fire <4442 -pur -> against <1519 -eis -> the day 
<2250 -hemera - > of judgment <2920 -krisis -> and {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> of ungodly <0765 -asebes -> 
men <0444 -anthropos -> . perdition REV 017 008 The beast <2342 -therion -> that thou sawest <1492 -eido -> 
was , and is not ; and shall ascend <0305 - anabaino -> out of the bottomless <0012 -abussos -> pit , and go <5217
-hupago -> into <1519 -eis -> {perdition} <0684 -apoleia - > : and they that dwell <2730 -katoikeo -> on <1909 -
epi -> the earth <1093 -ge -> shall wonder <2296 -thaumazo -> , whose <3739 -hos -> names <3686 -onoma -> 
were not written <1125 -grapho -> in the book <0976 -biblos -> of life <2222 -zoe -> from the foundation <2602 -
katabole -> of the world <2889 -kosmos -> , when they behold <0991 -blepo -> the beast <2342 -therion -> that 
was , and is not , and yet <2539 -kaiper -> is . perdition REV 017 011 And the beast <2342 -therion -> that was , 
and is not , even <2532 -kai -> he is the eighth <3590 -ogdoos - > , and is of the seven <2033 -hepta -> , and goeth
<5217 - hupago -> into <1519 -eis -> {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> .



them who draw back unto perdition 



KJV Bible Word Studies for PERDITION



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

perdition 0684 # apoleia {ap-o'-li-a}; from a presumed derivative of 622; ruin or loss (physical, spiritual or 
eternal): -- damnable(-nation), destruction, die, {perdition}, X perish, pernicious ways, waste. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

perdition 0684 - apoleia {ap-o'-li-a}; from a presumed derivative of 0622; ruin or loss (physical, spiritual or 
eternal): -- damnable(-nation), destruction, die, {perdition}, X perish, pernicious ways, waste. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

0684 + ways + waste + perish + to die + perdition + in damnable + destruction + of perdition + and 
perdition + to destruction + unto perdition + is destruction + their pernicious + not and their damnation +/ .
apoleia {ap-o'-li-a}; from a presumed derivative of 0622 + that we lose 0622- that we lose 0622- perish + 
destroy + be lost + Destroy + perished + and lose + was lost + she lose + will lose + we perish + perisheth + 
destroyed + if he lose + shall lose + should die + I had lost + to destroy + and destroy + he was lost + to the 
lost + and perished + are perished + and I perish + shall perish + and was lost + us we perish + should 
perish + and destroyed + me have I lost + and to destroy + that perisheth + will be marred + I will destroy +
of it perisheth + of them is lost + me I should lose + but unto the lost + but not destroyed + They shall perish
+ they might destroy + and were destroyed + ones should perish + that which is lost + that which was lost + 
in them that perish + to them that are lost + is to them that perish + thou not that we perish + and in them 
that perish + in him should not perish + unto you he shall not lose +/ ; ruin or loss (physical, spiritual or 
eternal): --damnable(-nation), destruction, die, perdition, X perish, pernicious ways, waste . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

perdition 0684 ** apoleia ** damnable(-nation), destruction, die, {perdition}, Xperish, pernicious ways, 
waste.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

perdition 0684 apoleia * {perdition} , {0684 apoleia } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* perdition , 0684 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

perdition - 0684 damnable, damnation, destruction, die, {perdition}, perish, pernicious, waste, ways,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

perdition 1Ti_06_09 # But they that will be rich fall into temptation and a snare, and [into] many foolish 
and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition.

perdition 2Pe_03_07 # But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the same word are kept in store, 
reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men.

perdition 2Th_02_03 # Let no man deceive you by any means: for [that day shall not come], except there 
come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition;

perdition Heb_10_39 # But we are not of them who draw back unto perdition; but of them that believe to 
the saving of the soul.

perdition Joh_17_12 # While I was with them in the world, I kept them in thy name: those that thou gavest 
me I have kept, and none of them is lost, but the son of perdition; that the scripture might be fulfilled.

perdition Php_01_28 # And in nothing terrified by your adversaries: which is to them an evident token of 
perdition, but to you of salvation, and that of God.

perdition Rev_17_08 # The beast that thou sawest was, and is not; and shall ascend out of the bottomless 
pit, and go into perdition: and they that dwell on the earth shall wonder, whose names were not written in 
the book of life from the foundation of the world, when they behold the beast that was, and is not, and yet 
is.

perdition Rev_17_11 # And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven, and 
goeth into perdition.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

perdition and they Rev_17_08 # The beast that thou sawest was, and is not; and shall ascend out of the 
bottomless pit, and go into perdition: and they that dwell on the earth shall wonder, whose names were not 
written in the book of life from the foundation of the world, when they behold the beast that was, and is not,
and yet is.

perdition but of Heb_10_39 # But we are not of them who draw back unto perdition; but of them that 
believe to the saving of the soul.

perdition but to Php_01_28 # And in nothing terrified by your adversaries: which is to them an evident 
token of perdition, but to you of salvation, and that of God.

perdition of ungodly 2Pe_03_07 # But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the same word are kept
in store, reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men.

perdition that the Joh_17_12 # While I was with them in the world, I kept them in thy name: those that 
thou gavest me I have kept, and none of them is lost, but the son of perdition; that the scripture might be 
fulfilled.

perdition 1Ti_06_09 # But they that will be rich fall into temptation and a snare, and [into] many foolish 
and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition.

perdition 2Th_02_03 # Let no man deceive you by any means: for [that day shall not come], except there 
come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition;

perdition Rev_17_11 # And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven, and 
goeth into perdition.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

perdition ^ 1Ti_06_09 / perdition /^ 

perdition ^ 2Th_02_03 / perdition /^ 

perdition ^ Rev_17_11 / perdition /^ 

perdition ^ Rev_17_08 / perdition /^and they that dwell on the earth shall wonder, whose names were not 
written in the book of life from the foundation of the world, when they behold the beast that was, and is not,
and yet is. 

perdition ^ Heb_10_39 / perdition /^but of them that believe to the saving of the soul. 

perdition ^ Php_01_28 / perdition /^but to you of salvation, and that of God. 

perdition ^ 2Pe_03_07 / perdition /^of ungodly men. 

perdition ^ Joh_17_12 / perdition /^that the scripture might be fulfilled. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

perdition ......... and perdition 0684 -apoleia-> 

perdition ......... of perdition 0684 -apoleia-> 

perdition ......... perdition 0684 -apoleia-> 

perdition ......... unto perdition 0684 -apoleia-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

perdition 1Ti_06_09 But they that will be rich fall into temptation and a snare, and [into] many foolish and 
hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and {perdition}. 

perdition 2Pe_03_07 But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the same word are kept in store, 
reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and {perdition} of ungodly men. 

perdition Php_01_28 And in nothing terrified by your adversaries: which is to them an evident token of 
{perdition}, but to you of salvation, and that of God. 

perdition Heb_10_39 But we are not of them who draw back unto {perdition}; but of them that believe to 
the saving of the soul. 

perdition Rev_17_08 The beast that thou sawest was, and is not; and shall ascend out of the bottomless pit, 
and go into {perdition}: and they that dwell on the earth shall wonder, whose names were not written in the
book of life from the foundation of the world, when they behold the beast that was, and is not, and yet is. 

perdition 2Th_02_03 Let no man deceive you by any means: for [that day shall not come], except there 
come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of {perdition}; 

perdition Joh_17_12 While I was with them in the world, I kept them in thy name: those that thou gavest 
me I have kept, and none of them is lost, but the son of {perdition}; that the scripture might be fulfilled. 

perdition Rev_17_11 And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth 
into {perdition}. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

perdition ^ Joh_17_12 While <3753> I was <2252> (5713) with <3326> them <0846> in <1722> the world 
<2889>, I <1473> kept <5083> (5707) them <0846> in <1722> thy <4675> name <3686>: those that <3739> 
thou gavest <1325> (5758) me <3427> I have kept <5442> (5656), and <2532> none <3762> of <1537> them 
<0846> is lost <0622> (5639), but <1508> the son <5207> of {perdition} <0684>; that <2443> the scripture 
<1124> might be fulfilled <4137> (5686). 

perdition ^ 1Ti_06_09 But <1161> they that will <1014> (5740) be rich <4147> (5721) fall <1706> (5719) 
into <1519> temptation <3986> and <2532> a snare <3803>, and <2532> into many <4183> foolish <0453> 
and <2532> hurtful <0983> lusts <1939>, which <3748> drown <1036> (5719) men <0444> in <1519> 
destruction <3639> and <2532> {perdition} <0684>. 

perdition ^ 2Pe_03_07 But <1161> the heavens <3772> and <2532> the earth <1093>, which are now 
<3568>, by the same <0846> word <3056> are <1526> (5748) kept in store <2343> (5772), reserved <5083> 
(5746) unto fire <4442> against <1519> the day <2250> of judgment <2920> and <2532> {perdition} <0684>
of ungodly <0765> men <0444>. 

perdition ^ Heb_10_39 But <1161> we <2249> are <2070> (5748) not <3756> of them who draw back 
<5289> unto <1519> {perdition} <0684>; but <0235> of them that believe <4102> to <1519> the saving 
<4047> of the soul <5590>. 

perdition ^ Php_01_28 And <2532> in <1722> nothing <3367> <3361> terrified <4426> (5746) by <5259> 
your adversaries <0480> (5740): which <3748> is <2076> (5748) to them <0846> <3303> an evident token 
<1732> of {perdition} <0684>, but <1161> to you <5213> of salvation <4991>, and <2532> that <5124> of 
<0575> God <2316>. 

perdition ^ 2Th_02_03 Let <1818> <0> no <3361> man <5100> deceive <1818> (5661) you <5209> by 
<2596> any <3367> means <5158>: for <3754> that day shall not come, except <3362> there come <2064> 
(5632) a falling away <0646> first <4412>, and <2532> that man <0444> of sin <0266> be revealed <0601> 
(5686), the son <5207> of {perdition} <0684>; 

perdition ^ Rev_17_11 And <2532> the beast <2342> that <3739> was <2258> (5713), and <2532> is <2076>
(5748) not <3756>, even <2532> he <0846> is <2076> (5748) the eighth <3590>, and <2532> is <2076> 
(5748) of <1537> the seven <2033>, and <2532> goeth <5217> (5719) into <1519> {perdition} <0684>. 

perdition ^ Rev_17_08 The beast <2342> that <3739> thou sawest <1492> (5627) was <2258> (5713), and 
<2532> is <2076> (5748) not <3756>; and <2532> shall <3195> (5719) ascend <0305> (5721) out of <1537> 
the bottomless pit <0012>, and <2532> go <5217> (5721) into <1519> {perdition} <0684>: and <2532> they 
that dwell <2730> (5723) on <1909> the earth <1093> shall wonder <2296> (5695), whose <3739> names 
<3686> were <1125> <0> not <3756> written <1125> (5769) in <1909> the book <0975> of life <2222> from 
<0575> the foundation <2602> of the world <2889>, when they behold <0991> (5723) the beast <2342> that 
was <3748> <2258> (5713), and <2532> is <2076> (5748) not <3756>, and yet <2539> is <2076> (5748). 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
perdition 1Ti_06_09 But they that will (1014 -boo -lom -ahee -) be rich (4147 -plouteo -) fall into (1519 -eis -)
temptation (3986 -peirasmos -) and a snare (3803 -pagis -) , and [ into (1519 -eis -) ] many (4183 -polus -) 
foolish (0453 -anoetos -) and hurtful (0983 -blaberos -) lusts (1939 -epithumia -) , which (3748 -hostis -) 
drown (1036 -buthizo -) men (0444 -anthropos -) in destruction (3639 -olethros -) and {perdition} (0684 -
apoleia -) . 

perdition 2Pe_03_07 But the heavens (3772 -ouranos -) and the earth (1093 -ge -) , which are now (3568 -
nun -) , by the same (0846 -autos -) word (3056 -logos -) are kept (2343 -thesaurizo -) in store (2343 -
thesaurizo -) , reserved (5083 -tereo -) unto fire (4442 -pur -) against (1519 -eis -) the day (2250 -hemera -) of
judgment (2920 -krisis -) and {perdition} (0684 -apoleia -) of ungodly (0765 -asebes -) men (0444 -anthropos 
-) . 

perdition 2Th_02_03 . Let no (3361 -me -) man (5100 -tis -) deceive (1818 -exapatao -) you by any (3367 -
medeis -) means (5158 -tropos -):for [ that day shall not come (2064 -erchomai -) ] , except (3362 -ean me -) 
there come (2064 -erchomai -) a falling (0646 -apostasia -) away (0646 -apostasia -) first (4412 -proton -) , 
and that man (0444 -anthropos -) of sin (0266 -hamartia -) be revealed (0601 -apokalupto -) , the son (5207 -
huios -) of {perdition} (0684 -apoleia -) ; 

perdition Heb_10_39 But we are not of them who draw (5289 -hupostole -) back (5289 -hupostole -) unto 
{perdition} (0684 -apoleia -) ; but of them that believe (4102 -pistis -) to the saving (4047 -peripoiesis -) of 
the soul (5590 -psuche -) . 

perdition Joh_17_12 While (3153 -mataiotes -) I was with them in the world (2889 -kosmos -) , I kept (5083 -
tereo -) them in thy name (3686 -onoma -):those (0846 -autos -) that thou gavest (1325 -didomi -) me I have 
kept (5442 -phulasso -) , and none (3762 -oudeis -) of them is lost (0622 -apollumi -) , but the son (5207 -
huios -) of {perdition} (0684 -apoleia -) ; that the scripture (1124 -graphe -) might be fulfilled (4137 -pleroo -
) . 
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perdition Php_01_28 And in nothing (3367 -medeis -) terrified (4426 -pturo -) by your (3588 -ho -) 
adversaries (0480 -antikeimai -):which (3748 -hostis -) is to them an evident (1732 -endeixis -) token (1732 -
endeixis -) of {perdition} (0684 -apoleia -) , but to you of salvation (4991 -soteria -) , and that of God (2316 -
theos -) . 

perdition Rev_17_08 The beast (2342 -therion -) that thou sawest (1492 -eido -) was , and is not ; and shall 
ascend (0305 -anabaino -) out of the bottomless (0012 -abussos -) pit , and go (5217 -hupago -) into (1519 -eis
-) {perdition} (0684 -apoleia -):and they that dwell (2730 -katoikeo -) on (1909 -epi -) the earth (1093 -ge -) 
shall wonder (2296 -thaumazo -) , whose (3739 -hos -) names (3686 -onoma -) were not written (1125 -
grapho -) in the book (0976 -biblos -) of life (2222 -zoe -) from the foundation (2602 -katabole -) of the world
(2889 -kosmos -) , when they behold (0991 -blepo -) the beast (2342 -therion -) that was , and is not , and yet 
(2539 -kaiper -) is . 

perdition Rev_17_11 And the beast (2342 -therion -) that was , and is not , even (2532 -kai -) he is the eighth 
(3590 -ogdoos -) , and is of the seven (2033 -hepta -) , and goeth (5217 -hupago -) into (1519 -eis -) 
{perdition} (0684 -apoleia -) . 
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* perdition , 0684 apoleia , perdition -0684 damnable, damnation, destruction, die, {perdition}, perish, pernicious, waste, ways, perdition 0684 ** apoleia ** damnable(-nation), destruction, die, {perdition}, Xperish, pernicious ways, 
waste. perdition ......... and perdition 0684 -apoleia-> perdition ......... of perdition 0684 -apoleia-> perdition ......... perdition 0684 -apoleia-> perdition ......... unto perdition 0684 -apoleia-> perdition 0684 # apoleia {ap-o'-li-a}; from a 
presumed derivative of 622; ruin or loss (physical, spiritual or eternal): -- damnable(-nation), destruction, die, {perdition}, X perish, pernicious ways, waste.[ql perdition 017 008 Rev /${perdition /and they that dwell on the earth shall 
wonder , whose names were not written in the book of life from the foundation of the world , when they behold the beast that was , and is not , and yet is . perdition 010 039 Heb /${perdition /but of them that believe to the saving of the
soul . perdition 001 028 Php /${perdition /but to you of salvation , and that of God . perdition 003 007 IIPe /${perdition /of ungodly men . perdition 017 012 Joh /${perdition /that the scripture might be fulfilled . perdition , 1TI , 6:9 
perdition , 2PE , 3:7 perdition , 2TH , 2:3 perdition , HEB , 10:39 perdition , JOH , 17:12 perdition , PHP , 1:28 perdition , RE , 17:8 , RE , 17:11 perdition 0684 # apoleia {ap-o'-li-a}; from a presumed derivative of 622; ruin or loss 
(physical, spiritual or eternal): -- damnable(-nation), destruction, die, {perdition}, X perish, pernicious ways, waste.[ql perdition Interlinear Index Study perdition JOH 017 012 While <3153 -mataiotes -> I was with them in the world 
<2889 -kosmos -> , I kept <5083 -tereo -> them in thy name <3686 -onoma -> : those <0846 -autos -> that thou gavest <1325 -didomi -> me I have kept <5442 -phulasso -> , and none <3762 -oudeis -> of them is lost <0622 -apollumi -
> , but the son <5207 -huios -> of {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> ; that the scripture <1124 -graphe -> might be fulfilled <4137 -pleroo - > . perdition PHP 001 028 And in nothing <3367 -medeis -> terrified <4426 -pturo -> by your 
<3588 -ho -> adversaries <0480 - antikeimai -> : which <3748 -hostis -> is to them an evident <1732 -endeixis -> token <1732 -endeixis -> of {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> , but to you of salvation <4991 -soteria -> , and that of God 
<2316 -theos -> . perdition 2TH 002 003 . Let no <3361 -me -> man <5100 -tis -> deceive <1818 -exapatao -> you by any <3367 -medeis -> means <5158 -tropos -> : for [ that day shall not come <2064 -erchomai -> ] , except <3362 -
ean me -> there come <2064 -erchomai -> a falling <0646 -apostasia -> away <0646 -apostasia -> first <4412 -proton -> , and that man <0444 -anthropos -> of sin <0266 - hamartia -> be revealed <0601 -apokalupto -> , the son <5207 
- huios -> of {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> ; perdition 1TI 006 009 But they that will <1014 -boo -lom -ahee - > be rich <4147 -plouteo -> fall into <1519 -eis -> temptation <3986 -peirasmos -> and a snare <3803 -pagis -> , and [ into 
<1519 -eis -> ] many <4183 -polus -> foolish <0453 -anoetos -> and hurtful <0983 -blaberos -> lusts <1939 -epithumia -> , which <3748 -hostis -> drown <1036 -buthizo -> men <0444 -anthropos -> in destruction <3639 -olethros -> 
and {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> . perdition HEB 010 039 But we are not of them who draw <5289 - hupostole -> back <5289 -hupostole -> unto {perdition} <0684 - apoleia -> ; but of them that believe <4102 -pistis -> to the saving 
<4047 -peripoiesis -> of the soul <5590 -psuche -> . perdition 2PE 003 007 But the heavens <3772 -ouranos -> and the earth <1093 -ge -> , which are now <3568 -nun -> , by the same <0846 -autos -> word <3056 -logos -> are kept 
<2343 -thesaurizo - > in store <2343 -thesaurizo -> , reserved <5083 -tereo -> unto fire <4442 -pur -> against <1519 -eis -> the day <2250 -hemera - > of judgment <2920 -krisis -> and {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> of ungodly <0765 -
asebes -> men <0444 -anthropos -> . perdition REV 017 008 The beast <2342 -therion -> that thou sawest <1492 -eido -> was , and is not ; and shall ascend <0305 - anabaino -> out of the bottomless <0012 -abussos -> pit , and go 
<5217 -hupago -> into <1519 -eis -> {perdition} <0684 -apoleia - > : and they that dwell <2730 -katoikeo -> on <1909 -epi -> the earth <1093 -ge -> shall wonder <2296 -thaumazo -> , whose <3739 -hos -> names <3686 -onoma -> 
were not written <1125 -grapho -> in the book <0976 -biblos -> of life <2222 -zoe -> from the foundation <2602 -katabole -> of the world <2889 -kosmos -> , when they behold <0991 -blepo -> the beast <2342 -therion -> that was , 
and is not , and yet <2539 -kaiper -> is . perdition REV 017 011 And the beast <2342 -therion -> that was , and is not , even <2532 -kai -> he is the eighth <3590 -ogdoos - > , and is of the seven <2033 -hepta -> , and goeth <5217 - 
hupago -> into <1519 -eis -> {perdition} <0684 -apoleia -> . them who draw back unto perdition perdition While I was with them in the world, I kept them in thy name: those that thou gavest me I have kept, and none of them is lost, 
but the son of {perdition}; that the scripture might be fulfilled. perdition And in nothing terrified by your adversaries: which is to them an evident token of {perdition}, but to you of salvation, and that of God. perdition <2TH2 -3> Let 
no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come], except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of {perdition}; perdition <1TI6 -9> But they that will be rich fall into temptation and a 
snare, and into] many foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and {perdition}. perdition But we are not of them who draw back unto {perdition}; but of them that believe to the saving of the soul. perdition <2PE3 -7> 
But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the same word are kept in store, reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and {perdition} of ungodly men. perdition The beast that thou sawest was, and is not; and shall ascend out
of the bottomless pit, and go into {perdition}: and they that dwell on the earth shall wonder, whose names were not written in the book of life from the foundation of th e world, when they behold the beast that was, and is not, and yet is.
perdition And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into {perdition}. 



* perdition , 0684 apoleia ,



perdition -0684 damnable, damnation, destruction, die, {perdition}, perish, pernicious, waste, ways,





perdition 0684 ** apoleia ** damnable(-nation), destruction, die, {perdition}, Xperish, pernicious ways, waste.





perdition ......... and perdition 0684 -apoleia-> perdition ......... of perdition 0684 -apoleia-> perdition ......... 
perdition 0684 -apoleia-> perdition ......... unto perdition 0684 -apoleia->



perdition 0684 # apoleia {ap-o'-li-a}; from a presumed derivative of 622; ruin or loss (physical, spiritual or 
eternal): -- damnable(-nation), destruction, die, {perdition}, X perish, pernicious ways, waste.[ql
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perdition Rev_17_08 /${perdition /and they that dwell on the earth shall wonder , whose names were not written 
in the book of life from the foundation of the world , when they behold the beast that was , and is not , and yet is . 
perdition Heb_10_39 /${perdition /but of them that believe to the saving of the soul . perdition Php_01_28 
/${perdition /but to you of salvation , and that of God . perdition 2Pe_03_07 /${perdition /of ungodly men . 
perdition Joh_17_12 /${perdition /that the scripture might be fulfilled .





perdition While I was with them in the world, I kept them in thy name: those that thou gavest me I have kept, and 
none of them is lost, but the son of {perdition}; that the scripture might be fulfilled. perdition And in nothing 
terrified by your adversaries: which is to them an evident token of {perdition}, but to you of salvation, and that of 
God. perdition <2TH2 -3> Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come], except there come 
a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of {perdition}; perdition <1TI6 -9> But they that will 
be rich fall into temptation and a snare, and into] many foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction 
and {perdition}. perdition But we are not of them who draw back unto {perdition}; but of them that believe to the 
saving of the soul. perdition <2PE3 -7> But the heavens and the earth, which are now, by the same word are kept 
in store, reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and {perdition} of ungodly men. perdition The beast that 
thou sawest was, and is not; and shall ascend out of the bottomless pit, and go into {perdition}: and they that dwell
on the earth shall wonder, whose names were not written in the book of life from the foundation of th e world, 
when they behold the beast that was, and is not, and yet is. perdition And the beast that was, and is not, even he is 
the eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into {perdition}.
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